JReport Brief
Features and Beneﬁts
• Seamlessly embeds into any onpremises or SaaS application
• 100% Java architecture with
private labeling and API access
• High performance, fully scalable
and cloud-ready
• Power a single chart or table
with integrated data from
multiple sources

Embed. Customize. Scale.
The speed and competitiveness of today’s
markets demand reporting and analytics
solutions that can quickly integrate into
any technology environment and efﬁciently
scale to support the most intense loads. To
achieve this, a highly interactive, high-performance solution is needed that delivers
data in real time. JReport is the fast, robust,
and ﬂexible solution that empowers
companies to create and embed advanced
dashboards, reports, and analytics.

Embedded Analytics
• Fully customizable, responsive
UI’s that integrate with your
security access system
• Schedule reports and export to a
wide array of formats
• Powerful visual designer for
creating the most advanced
reports and dashboards

JReport enables you to embed reports and
analytics within your applications. You can
integrate JReport as a natural extension of
your existing applications delivering
interactive web reports, dashboards, and
charts to provide analysis. Your applications will be able to take advantage of
JReport’s intuitive, customizable interfaces
for accessing and interacting with
business-critical information.

• Governed and reusable data
access and report components

Your Look and Feel
JReport supports developers in their quest
to deliver private labeled reports and
dashboards. From colors and graphics to
entire styling themes and beyond, JReport
is designed for seamless integration into
other applications so you can stay focused
on growing your product’s brand identity.
For companies seeking an even more
custom-tailored analytics experience,
developers can implement custom menu
options and control workﬂow via APIs.

The Most Advanced Reports
Customers consistently choose JReport
because it was the only product that
allowed them to achieve their desired
report format. Powered by an intuitive
visual design environment, robust APIs,
hundreds of prebuilt charting objects
including our compound crosstabs
which allow you to visualize multiple
aggregate dimensions at once, JReport
shines even with your most demanding
visualization requirements.

• Achieve pixel perfect precision
on even the most complex report
and dashboard layouts
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Empower Your Users
JReport empowers the business user by
putting self-service discovery and report
building capabilities in their hands. This
reduces the reliance on IT staff when
critical reports are needed for immediate
business decisions. Users carry out ﬁlter,
sort, drill down, pivot, slice & dice, rotate,
and convert for unmatched ﬂexibility and
insight to your data. JReport provides an
instant boost to your product’s reporting
and analytics capability.

Scale for Any Workload
Since information demands are dynamic
and continually growing, JReport is
designed to expand as your needs grow,
whether you require cloud operations, big
data, or burst reporting. JReport scales for
your new enterprise initiatives calling for
fast and sophisticated analytics.

JReport Server

Smart Dashboards

JReport Server delivers self-service reporting and analysis.
JReport Server is easily embeddable to run on all enterprise
platforms. Moreover, JReport’s architecture has been
designed for high performance, scalability, and management
while providing a customizable reporting experience. JReport
Server provides self-service capabilities such as:
• Browser-based report authoring
• Rich, interactive dashboard and analysis experience
• Lower total cost of ownership

JReport Dashboards allow you to empower users to drag and
drop dashboard widgets such as charts, maps, tables and
crosstabs across a set of tabbed dashboards and combine
them with any of JReport’s interactions including on-screen
ﬁlters, slider controls, and detailed drill downs. You can
embed JReport Dashboards into existing applications for
better decisions when they matter most.
• Easy integration with 3rd party components including
Google Maps and OpenStreetMap
• Responsive interfaces with cross-widget synchronization
• Extensive charting library for rapid dashboard assembly

Interactive Visual Analysis
Enable agile, self-service data discovery with Visual Analysis,
which you can mash up with other charts, tables, and crosstabs into a single dashboard. Transform data into rich
visualizations for exploring data from different angles –
easily, without expert assistance.
• Use dimensions & measures to quickly highlight colors,
sizes & shapes
• Quickly tailor data visualizations with over 50 options
• Powerful in-memory cube technology

Responsive Analytics for Any Device
Empower customers to access their business metrics with
JReport’s responsive reports and dashboards. Whenever you
embed JReport for mobile access, our dashboards, reports,
and charts will scale and fold to best utilize available screen
space. With responsive interfaces, there are no restrictions
on where and which device is used to explore your data.
• Responsive dashboard, report, and chart interfaces that
let users easily interact with their vital data on-the-go
• Optimized algorithms for scaling and folding that result in
better screen layouts for analytics
• Embeddable into any web application (no programming)
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